Elegant, hygienic and of enduring value

The Medical Stainless Steel Tubs
from Baumbach

Medical stainless steel tubs
from Baumbach
For more than 40 years, Baumbach in the German state of Saxony
has been producing medical stainless steel tubs.
Our tubs will make a believer out of you with
their long service life
their extremely high surface resistance
the highest hygienic standards.
Wellness resorts, sanatoriums, rehabilitation clinics and hospitals
have trusted our carefully crafted quality from Germany for many
years.
Technical parameters and equipment:
Ergonomic shape in the back zone for relaxed lying.
Two polished stainless steel handles for safely entering and
leaving the ends of the bath.
Approximate capacity 220 litres.
Polished tub edge for an elegant appearance with fine inside
finishing (granulation 240) for maximum hygiene and cleanliness.

Made in Germany

What you need is what you get:
Install our tub in the middle of 
your space to be accessible from
all sides (compact design). Our
height-adjustable tub frame is lined
with finely structured stainless
steel sheeting. You can also tile
our tubs or integrate them into
your wellness landscape 
(supplied with four feet).

We feature two models of Baumbach medical tubs:

tubs for mud treatments

tubs for various types of medicinal waters

Mud tub

460 mm extended tub edge for mounting fittings and DN 80
shut-off valves with a flange connection

external dimensions: 2,250 x 850 x 630 mm high
internal dimensions: 1,685 x 665 x 485 mm high

Side inlet similar to a frog’s mouth for warm mud baths
3” drain with ball valve
Option for connecting up heart cooling
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Medical tub
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230 mm extended tub edge for mounting modern water filling
and gas fittings

external dimensions: 2,020 x 850 x 630 mm high
internal dimensions: 1,685 x 665 x 485 mm high

2” drain connections for fast emptying
It can be equipped with one oxygen, compressed air or CO2
valve each wherever requested
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Torgauer Straße 1
04808 Wurzen
Germany
Tel.: +49 (0)3425 92 01 92
Fax: +49 (0)3425 92 32 21
E-Mail: info@baumbach-edelstahlverarbeitung.de

